
Restoration Of Old Violins - Part Ten:
Restoration Of Badly Damaged Viola Belly
Welcome to the tenth installment of our series on the restoration of old violins! In
this article, we will be discussing the restoration process for a badly damaged
viola belly. As violins and violas age, they are prone to various damages which
can greatly affect their sound quality and overall condition. The viola belly, being a
vital component of the instrument, requires specific attention and careful
restoration techniques to ensure the instrument is brought back to its former
glory.

The Importance of Viola Belly Restoration

The viola belly, also known as the top plate, is responsible for transmitting the
sound produced by the strings into the instrument's resonating chamber. It plays
a crucial role in influencing the tonal quality and projection of the viola. Therefore,
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restoring a badly damaged viola belly is a critical step in revitalizing the
instrument's sound.
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Identification of Damage

Before beginning the restoration process, it is essential to identify the extent of
the damage. Common issues with the viola belly include cracks, warping, or an
overall weakened structure. These damages can result from various factors, such
as temperature and humidity changes, accidental impacts, or improper storage
conditions.

Using specialized tools and careful visual examination, the luthier can determine
the severity of the damage and develop a suitable plan for restoration.

Restoration Techniques

Restoring a badly damaged viola belly can be a complex process that requires a
skilled and experienced luthier. The following are key steps involved in the
restoration:
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1. Stabilization of Cracks

If the viola belly has cracks, the first step is to stabilize them to prevent further
damage and ensure they do not affect the sound quality. This is done by carefully
aligning and gluing the separated wood pieces together using specialized
adhesive chosen for its compatibility with the instrument.

2. Reinforcement

In cases of severe damage, reinforcing the viola belly may be necessary. This
involves adding thin strips of wood to strengthen weakened areas and restore the
overall structural integrity of the belly. The strips are carefully shaped and glued
using traditional lutherie techniques.

3. Shaping and Planing

The luthier is responsible for shaping and planing the viola belly to ensure it
retains its original contours and thickness while removing any imperfections
caused by the damages. This step requires precise craftsmanship to maintain the
instrument's tonal characteristics.

4. Varnishing and Finishing

After restoring the viola belly's structure, applying a fresh coat of varnish is
necessary. The luthier chooses the appropriate varnish that matches the original
aesthetics of the instrument. This final touch not only protects the wood but also
enhances its appearance.

Restoring a badly damaged viola belly is a complex yet rewarding process. By
carefully stabilizing cracks, reinforcing weakened areas, shaping, and restoring
the instrument's structure, a skilled luthier can bring the viola back to life. The
completed restoration will allow the instrument to produce a rich, resonant sound
that musicians and enthusiasts alike will admire.



Thank you for joining us in this article of our restoration series. Stay tuned for the
next installment where we will focus on another critical component of old violin
restoration!
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The book "An to the Restoration of Old Violins" by the same author is available
on Amazon Kindle, and deals with the servicing of an instrument with no major
problems.
This new short book deals with the advanced technique, A badly damaged viola
belly. It is the tenth sixth in a series dealing with advanced problems.
The author Dr. Ron Fearn has made a practical study of violin restoration and
currently continues his work at the Horsforth music centre in Leeds
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